
Spelling Lesson 8 – Me and Uncle Romie 
 
aloud  Sentence: Please read aloud rather than silently. Definition: not silently; in a voice that can be heard  

bald  Sentence: A bald man has lost all of his hair. Definition: having no hair or natural covering  

hawk  Sentence: A hawk, like an eagle, is a large bird of prey. Definition: large bird of prey with hooked bill, 
long tail  

south  Sentence: On the map, north is up and south is down. Definition: the direction opposite of north  

faucet  Sentence: Water from the sink comes out of the faucet. Definition: an opening or tube through 
which water exits  

proud  Sentence: I was proud to finish first in the race. Definition: feeling satisfaction, honor or pride  

claw  Sentence: The cat scratched my hand with its claw. Definition: a sharp nail or pincer on an animal  

tower  Sentence: The tall office tower is a modern building. Definition: tall structure higher than wide  

stalk  Sentence: A lion will quietly stalk his prey. Definition: to follow or hunt in a sneaky way  

couple  Sentence: The couple were married in the summer. Definition: two people in love  

howl  Sentence: A wolf's howl sounds scary at night. Definition: a long, loud cry  

false  Sentence: False fruit is made of a wax, but looks real. Definition: not true or genuine  

dawn  Sentence: It is pretty when the sun rises at dawn. Definition: early morning or the beginning of 
daytime  

allow  Sentence: I will allow you to ride my bike just once. Definition: to give permission  

drown  Sentence: The plants will drown in the rising flood. Definition: to sink or become covered in a liquid  

pause  Sentence: Stop or pause the movie for a short moment. Definition: to briefly stop an activity  

fault  Sentence: Pressure within Earth can cause rocks in its outer layer to break along a fault. 
Definition: a break or crack in the Earth's crust  

cause  Sentence: Loud music can cause hearing loss. Definition: to make or make happen  

amount  Sentence: I'll add them together to get the total amount. Definition: quantity, how much or how 
many  

cloudier  Sentence: The sky got cloudier as the storm approached. Definition: more overcast, less sunny or 
clear the bowl. Definition: broth made with meat or vegetables  


